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● Hotel Reservation means the use of booking or reserving 
a room (accommodation). It also means you can reserve 
any type of room you like, such as VIP rooms. You can do 
the reservations either by booking a room at the hotel 
yourself or booking it online through the hotel’s website, 
this method is the most easiest and more secure to 
reserve a room.

What is Hotel Reservations?
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● Attendance - 45%

● Product Knowledge and 
Methodology - 45%

● Participation - 10%

Criteria

Once you have passed these criteria you will be 
subject and endorsed to the Client’s Mock 
Certification and On-boarding



The Script
1. OPENING SPIEL

● Thank you for calling reservation this is (NAME). What can I book for you today? 
● If there is HOTEL NAME APPEARS – Thank you for calling reservation this is (Name). You are trying 

to book in (NAME OF THE HOTEL). Correct? 
● If there is CITY and STATE – Thank you for calling reservation this is (Name). You are trying to book 

in (City and State). Right?

2. Booking Process

● For Which hotel you are trying to book in?
● What is your check in and check out dates?
● How many guests are staying?
● Upon checking, there’s only (Rooms Availability ex. 1 or 2 rooms) What bed do you prefer a king or 

queen?
● The total cost after taxes and fees is ($$$$$).. What is the name for the reservation?
● What is your phone number?
● What is your email address?



● Ask the billing information
○ Are you the card holder?
○ What’s your billing address please?

■ (Verify the whole billing address and make sure to spell it out.) 
○ Whenever you're ready please provide me your credit card number?
○ How about the expiration month and year?
○ And lastly the 3 digits at the back of the card that would be the CVV.

● Recap shows at the bottom. (READ IT CLEARLY AND MAKE SURE TO READ IT VERBATIM)

● Let me complete the booking process and once it will be successful you will be receiving 
an itinerary and a confirmation for this transaction. Hold on and bare with me for a 
couple of seconds while waiting for the confirmation message. (*upon clicking the 
COMPLETE BOOKING there would be a possibility that the system will ask for a verification 
code and this will be send through text.  

○ Verification code is a 4 digit number - instruct the customer to check their inbox 
message, either they will receive right away a 4 digit code or there will be a link and 
customer needs to click that inorder for them to get the 4 digit code,

● Perfect!The reservation has been confirmed. I already sent the itinerary/comfirmation 
through text and email. Your check in time is (ex. 3:00pm Anytime) and check out time is 
(11:00AM) on the next day.  Is there anything else I can help you with today? Thank you 
for call reservations enjoy your stay. ^_^





Rebuttals
RATE IS HIGH
1. I understand however let me tell you that rates depends on the rooms availability and as what 

I’ve  told you that there’s only (NO of ROOMS AVAILABILITY) rooms available. Go back to the 
script. 

2. Alright, the one you saw online is just a room rate alone and it doesn’t iclude taxes and fees yet, 
and the one I quoted you already includes the taxes and fees and there is no more additional 
charges once your at the hotel.. Go back to the script.

3. By the way this is already the best rate for the day and in a minute or second this will be sold 
out, however let me just go ahead and find another hotel that has rooms availability within your 
budget range.  How much is your budget?

NO MORE ROOMS/HOTELS AVAILABLE
● While checking  (MENTION THE NAME OF THE HOTEL) in (STATE THE City and State) all 

the rooms are already sold out/fully booked but nothing to worry let me  find another hotel in the 
area that has rooms availability. How much is your budget?

ARE YOU FROM THE HOTEL? Or FROM WHERE ARE YOU?/COMPANY
● We are from the hotel reservation and we can book rooms for you right away. What CITY and 

State you are trying to book?



WHERE ARE YOU LOCATED?
● We are from WEST COAST,  specifically working at the hotel planner and we can assist 

you directly in doing a room reservation. SO what City and State you’re trying to book 
in?

I HAVE POINTS OR CAN I USED MY REWARDS?
● Perfect, so may I know your reward ID number? Let me go ahead and get a room for 

you that will give you the best rate that applies your points/rewards. Okay?

PAY NOW OPTION: (PAYMENT PROCESS)
● Yes Ma'am/Sir. Your credit card will be charged right away to secure the low price and 

ensures you have a room when you arrive at the hotel.

I’ll CALL BACK/LET ME FIGURE OUT/I WILL TALK TO MY PARTNER (URGENCY)
● I understand however let me tell you that there’s only 2 rooms left for this hotel and in a 

minute or seconds this will be sold out. What is the name of the reservations?



CAN I BLOCK A HOTEL?
● Yes but before that I just want to clarify  your calling to block a room for a certain event 

not that you will book the blocked rooms right?

IF THE HOTEL IS LOCATED IN THE OTHER AREA?
● Upon checking all the rooms in (STATE THE NAME (Hampton Inn) located at (Kansas 

City, MO) are already fully booked,  however. I found (hampton Inn) but it is located at  
(CITY and STATE). Is it fine with you? Go back to the script.

I WANT TO CHECK IN EARLY/LATE.
● Let me just check first,  if this hotel allows early check in/late. (Go to AMENITIES)

NO INFO (if they allow early checkins)- I am already checking the hotel amenities it doesn’t 
indicate in their system that they allow early checkin  but nothing to worry let me put that one 
in the notes that you will be checking in early. So may I know what time you will arrive? 

❖ Put what time the cust will check in then  (GO BACK TO THE SCRIPT)
IF YES(With Info): 
● Yes they  allow early check in but this is subject to rooms availability so after this 

transaction, you need to call the hotel for you to know how much you will settle for the 
early check in. Okay? (Go Back to the SCRIPT).



I WANT MICROWAVE/REFRIGERATOR/SOFA BED.
● Check “MORE” at the end of rooms options and you can check their inclusions. (Go 

back to the script)

CAN YOU CHECK IF HOW FAR IS THAT HOTEL?
● CHECK THE DIRECTION or MAPS & ATTRACTIONS

CAN YOU CHECK IF IT’S A PET FRIENDLY?
● Check the AMENITIES. 

❏ PETS ALLOWED: Yes,this hotel allows pet and there is a fee of $$$$ per night 
per stay and you’ll settle the fee once you arrive at the hotel. Okay! (Go back 
to script where the customer cut you off).

❏ NOT ALLOWED: For now this hotel is not accepting pets but nothing to worry 
let me look another hotel that accept pets. May I know how much is your 
budget? (Go back to the script)

CHECKING ONLINE RATE:
● I do understand,however the one you saw online is just a room rate alone and it 

doesn’t include the taxes and fees yet. But this one already includes everything and 
no more additional charges once you arrive at the hotel.



I AM TRYING TO BOOK ONLINE BUT I WAS ROUTED TO CALL YOU.
● Alright, the reason why you’re routed to us either the rooms has already sold 

out or something went wrong on the booking process but nothing to worry let 
me just ask first,have you already inputted your CC info?
○ IF YES, do the whole process again and ask “WHAT CITY & STATE your 

trying to book in? 
I WILL JUST BOOK ONLINE;
● If you’ll book online tendency this room will be sold out since there’s only (ROOMS 

AVAILABILITY) GO BACK TO THE SCRIPT
I WILL JUST BOOK TO THE HOTEL:
● By the way hotels right now are not accepting walk-in reservation due to pandemic, so 

we’re here to help you book right away and by the way what is your email address for 
me to send the confirmation number?

CAN I HAVE THE PHONE NUMBER OF THE HOTEL?
Before that, are you trying to book a room? 
● IF YES! What City and State are you trying to book in?
● IF NO! As much as I would like to assist you but we dn’t have any access to their phone 

number instead you can find their phone number by searching it to google or YP.com



FAQ’s

1. "Am I calling the hotel directly?" or "Is this the hotel?"
"We book reservations for this hotel as well as many other brands. What city and state are you 
looking for?....or...What city are you looking to book a Best Western?"

2. When a hotel is already populated on the screen when first answering a call, do I answer 
the phone as if I am the hotel?
No, you would use the greeting, "Thank you for calling reservations. I see you are booking the 
(hotel name). What is the date you are checking in?"



3.What is the difference between a "Pay Now" and "Pay at Hotel" rate?
Pay Now Rate - Rates that HotelPlanner.com is the merchant of record and will collect the full 
amount (room, taxes and fees) all at the time of booking. This type of booking will generally settle 7 
days after the guest checks out and will then be eligible for revenue share to the agent. – Most 
Preferred Option
Pay at Hotel - Rates where the room and tax are collected by the hotel directly rather than 
HotelPlanner.com. In most cases, these are charged at the time of check out however there may be 
scenarios where the hotel is collecting a deposit at the time of booking (which may be up to the full 
amount of the reservation). In that case, it is still considered a Pay at Hotel rate however the 
amount will be charged immediately at the time of booking by the hotel. Important Note: In many 
cases, HotelPlanner.com will still charge a nonrefundable service fee at the time of booking that will 
be a separate charge on the customer's credit card. HotelPlanner.com is the merchant of record on 
the service fee transaction



4. How do I proceed if a caller wants to book more than 1 reservation and it is in a different city on 
different dates?
You can book these on the same call by just doing a new search for the correct city/dates. Be sure and use the 
green "New Search" button in the upper right corner in order to start a new search and keep the same source 
code as the original booking. This way all reservations can be tracked backed correctly to the affiliate partner 
website.

5. Do I need to get a verification code from the caller to complete a reservation?
Certain types of calls will require you to enter a verification code that is sent via text to the caller. This happens as 
a security measure for when a caller gives a phone number on the reservation that is different from the caller id of 
the caller. The system will generate a security code and text it to the caller. The caller must then read the code 
back to you in order to continue with the booking process.

6.Are calls recorded?
Yes, calls are recorded for quality assurance and are reviewed often. It is imperative that you always act 
courteous and professional while on the phone.



7. How is this process better than going through the hotel directly?
We do all of the work for you. You will be working with a dedicated planner who is very familiar with the city you're 
traveling to and has great a relationship with the hotels in the market as they work together on a daily basis with 
group requests such as yours. Your group details/request will be sent to the hotels in the market and they will 
provide you with their lowest/best group rate available. All the offers will be emailed to you, however, you will be 
able to log into your account to view them. Your contact information is confidential until you give us permission to 
release it to your choice hotel. This way you don't have multiple people calling or emailing you even after your 
decision is made. We also build a customized website for your group to utilize after you book the group block 
with a hotel for them to make their reservations instead of them coming to you.

8.Can I add nights to an existing reservation?
No. The agent would need to reserve a new reservation if a modification to nights was needed. It is 
important to understand the cancellation policy as it relates to the existing reservation in order to 
not create an issue when cancelling it in order to book a new reservation for the updated number 
of nights.

9.Why can't I find a specific hotel I am searching for?
The hotel may currently have no availability for the selected dates or the hotel may not be 
partnered with HotelPlanner.com. In this case, look to offer the caller a secondary option.



10.Can a caller use or redeem their rewards points?
Guest will earn points if they have a rewards account with the hotel. Guests cannot use their 
rewards points to book a free night at the hotel with us.

Rewards members who want to use a free night would need to call the hotel directly to do so.
11.What if guest asks for AAA, Senior or Military Discount?
If a caller leads with a question such as "Do you have AAA rates" or "What about a military 
discount?", respond with "I can certainly check that for you. Let me look and see what I have." 
Then you can return to your call flow in looking for the best possible rate that is available on your 
screen for the selected dates.
12.Are certain amenities open at the hotel? (pool, restaurant, etc.)
If the amenity details are not stated online, you may call the hotel directly to obtain a more specific 
answer.



13.What if the caller is wanting multiple rooms booked but different bed types 
for each room?
When a guest is requesting 2 rooms with different bed types in each room, you will 
need to book them in separate reservation transactions.
14. What if the caller asks for the hotel's direct number?
We do not provide the hotels phone number on request. You can simply say that 
you are reservations and do not have that information readily available. Then 
recommend that they obtain the number by visiting yp.com (yellow pages) as an 
alternative source.
15.Why are rates that I see on the platform different from what I see on 
HotelPlanner.com?
Rates can vary by each partner site. If a caller raises the question as to seeing a 
different rate online, you may respond with "I understand. Rates are continuously 
changing based on dates and availability. What I have is the most up to date rate in 
my system." This should then be followed up with a question such as "Can I get the 
name on the reservation.

http://yp.com/


Activities, Question and Answer

● QUIZ

● Partner-up and practice the script together 
share Ideas.

● Together with your selected partner and do 
some role play (CX and Agent)



Tools and 
Navigation



Hotel Planner CRM

● This tool allows you to take in calls and make 
bookings.

● This will serve as a dialer, that allows you to 
see you daily productivity and the status of 
your bookings.

● ACD - After Call Disposition



Booking Process and 
Scenarios



LOGIN USER

PASSWORD



To receive a call 



YOU JUST NEED TO PATIENTLY WAIT UNTIL IT WILL SUCCESSFULLY LOAD!



CLICK HERE



CLICK HERE FOR YOU TO START RECEIVING A CALL



CLICK HERE TO RECEIVE AND TO 
BE CONNECTED TO THE CALLER

IF YOU CLICK HERE! YOU’RE 
DECLINING THE CALL OF THE 
CUSTOMER





















Call Listening
● Perfect Call

● Did not offer other Hotel

● Agent Interrupting the 
CX

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CQXFU4DPikscV33lIBtdtz-KHbmwTv9J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eabmftKqNM23ng9RDts4zllR1bN97Erz/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ioax29NZeq3T5Wtx-IBVa9aECV5HFArF/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ioax29NZeq3T5Wtx-IBVa9aECV5HFArF/view?usp=sharing


CONNECTION:
-does the agent able to build partnership with the customer?
-does the agent sounded transactional or conversational?
-does the agent able to provide proper cust education?
ACTIVE LISTENING:
-does the agent able to listen attentively and able to understand the customer?
-does the agent able to respond appropriately and timely?
-does the agent over talk to the customer?
-does the agent asks the customer to repeat info over and over?
Rigorous Probing:
-does the agent ask unnecessary questions?
-does the agent ask enough question that leads to a successful booking?
-does the agent assume what the customer want?
-does the agent ask clarifying questions?
-does the agent fully understand the customer?
INTENSITY FOR RESOLUTION:
-does the agent demonstrate urgency in making the reservation?
-does the agent able to make the reservation properly?
-does the agent able to direct the customer to the proper dept (in case we need to transfer)
-does the agent able to navigate well that leads to a successful booking?
OWNERSHIP:
-does the agent able to demonstrate that he/she own the call?
-does the agent able to demonstrate proper call handling?
-does the agent able to do reduce the customer effort?



Mock Calls



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 

Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik

Thanks
Do you have any questions?

pm_girsasol@toti-tech.com

https://slidesgo.com/
https://www.flaticon.com/
https://www.freepik.com/

